
Whole Athlete Focused:





MENTALITY can 
either HELP or HURT



TOPICS:

● What is Mentality?
○ For athletes
○ For coaches
○ For parents

● Growth Mindset
● Fixed Mindset
● Internal Narrative
● Auto Pilot
● Tools for Growth

○ Mindfulness
○ Embracing Failure
○ Take Good Risks
○ Permission Slips
○ Mental Traffic



PERSPECTIVE The ongoing story in our head.



WHICH MINDSET ARE YOU (Currently)

FIXED:

The belief that our skills are set, that 
we have what we have, and that we 
cannot change them. That we don’t 
really have the capacity to change 
and learn. Skills are born.

FLEXIBLE: ‘Growth Mindset’

The belief that we are in control of 
our skills. That they are things that 
can be developed and improved. That 
we have the capacity to learn and 
grow. Skills are built.

Text courtesy of: TheLearnerLab.com



85%+
Ongoing Negative Storytelling

Patterns are learned, relearned, and embedded



AUTO PILOTYou are not your thoughts.You 
THINK your thoughts!



Mentality as Story:
what story are you 
really telling?



You have to 
believe you CAN 
improve:
Carol Dweck



How it works

Step 1
Acknowledge that you 
are not your thoughts - 
you think them.

Step 2
Be more aware of the 
story you are telling 
yourself and others.

Step 3
Start an internal 
narrative where you are 
capable of change.



Growth 
Mindset

Which Do You Want to Be?
“In a growth mindset, people believe 
that their most basic abilities can be 
developed through dedication and 
hard work—brains and talent are just 
the starting point.”

Fixed minded people believe that their 
abilities are fixed.



TOOLS FOR
GROWTH:



Mindfulness:
the practice of paying 
attention to the 
present moment
[intentional non-judgement]



Fail Forward:
know the difference 
between a good error 
and a ‘true’ error
[good errors allow for growth & 
adjustment]



Good Risks:
growth can only 
happen if you move 
forward
[it’s going to be ugly sometimes]



You Have Permission:
give yourself 
permission for “life”
[not every moment, practice, match 
is equal]



Let The Car Go By:
mental traffic doesn’t 
have to crash your 
practice
[keep thoughts moving forward]



PARTING THOUGHT:

“Sports don’t build character, 
they reveal it.”
J Wooden


